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Nice Attacks, Destroying Evidence at Crime Scene: French Government Orders Destruction
of CCTV Video Footage

By Gearóid Ó Colmáin, July 22 2016

A report in 21st of July edition of Le Figaro newspaper states that France’s anti-terrorist
executive  (  sous-direction  anti-terroriste-  SDAT)  has  ordered  Nice’s  urban  surveillance
authorities to destroy all CCTV footage of the Nice Attacks on Bastille Day that rocked the
city on the 14th of July 2016.

Nice – 14th July – Lie Propaganda in Overdrive – Murder Is the New Normal

By Peter Koenig, July 22 2016

Now that the French Secret Services and their foreign associates have read the accounts of
‘false  flag’  suspicion  in  the  non-mainstream  media,  the  French  Government  had  to  resort
immediately to all sorts of doubt deviating maneuvers.

Polarization and the Powder Keg: Corruption, Deception and Betrayal. America’s Crisis of
Legitimacy

By Prof. James Petras, July 22 2016

The constitutional order of the US, such as it exists, faces a profound crisis of legitimacy,
rooted in the multi polarity of US society. The US is divided among (1) a deeply entrenched
police – judicial – presidential state against civil society organized in community based Afro-
American, Hispanic and disinherited workers; (2) a corrupt Federal police, Justice , State
Department and Presidential Office against a constitutional legal system upheld by the vast
majority of citizens; and (3) a rigged Presidential electoral system against the consent and
approval of the majority of the electorate.
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The CIA’s Involvement in Indonesia and the Assassinations of JFK and Dag Hammarskjold

By Greg Pulgrain and Edward Curtin, July 22 2016

The truth about Indonesian history and the United States involvement in its ongoing tragedy
is little known in the West.  Australian historian, Greg Pulgrain, has been trying for decades
to open people’s eyes to the realities of that history and to force a cleansing confrontation
with the ugly truth.  It is a story of savage intrigue that involves the CIA and American
governments in the support of regime change and the massive slaughter of people deemed
expendable.

The Encirclement of China is Well Underway: France Prepares to Lead EU Missions in the
South China Sea

By Asia-Pacific Research, July 22 2016

The naval encirclement of China is well underway. It was started over a decade ago by the
United States with the re-militarization of Japan and the tightening of Washington’s military
partnerships with countries like Australia and South Korea. The same is true about the
missile shield being erected in South Korea, which targets China, Russia, and North Korea.

In the Wake of the Failed Coup: Turkey’s Human Rights Crisis and the Spectre of Torture

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, July 22 2016

With the failed military coup in Turkey against the Erdoğan regime, the state is facing the
gravest human rights crisis in decades. Infamously bad in terms of treating journalists,
suspicious  of  various  perspectives  of  history,  and  ever  hostage  to  flashpoints  of
authoritarianism,  the  current  Republic  is  now  underdoing  the  next  grave  challenge.
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